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Introduction



2



Over the last thirty years, income inequality and climate change have driven political and eco-



3



nomic debates all over the world. In the seminal contribution by Kuznets (1955), he argues



4



an inverted U-shaped relationship between economic development and income inequality. The



5



intuition is that as a poor country becomes richer, resources are allocated to the most produc-



6



tive agents in that economy and hence inequality increases. However, once the country has



7



achieved some development threshold, then the political process takes over and there are redis-



8



tributive policies that reduce inequality. Starting with Grossman and Krueger (1993), many



9



have argued that there may be a similar Kuznets-type of relationship between pollution (emis-



10



sions) and income (development). Grossman and Krueger (1993) find strong evidence of this



11



type of U-shaped relationship between income and sulfur dioxide (SO2 ). This relationship has



12



become known as the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC). This relationship between income



13



and various other pollutants has been highly investigated with inconclusive empirical findings.



14



Determining whether the EKC holds for global pollutants such as carbon dioxide (CO2 ) has



15



important policy implications because this idea provides a strong rational for the “grow now,



16



clean later” argument that has been adopted by many fast-growing emerging economies.



17



Recently, the literature on the EKC has largely focused on CO2 since it is considered to be



18



the main driver of climate change. A growing body of research indicates that climate change



19



will have important economic consequences. Tol (2002) and more recently Hanewinkel et al.



20



(2013) discuss the costs associated to climate change for emerging and developed nations.



21



There is no precision on how many percentage points GDP could decrease, but there is some



22



agreement on its negative sign. In addition to this looming (if not already occuring) downward



23



pressure on economic growth, policy makers are also grappling with the issue of high levels of



24



inequality around the world (Piketty and Goldhammer (2014)) and low economic growth that



25



may be a sign of a phenomenon called “secular stagnation” (Eggertsson and Mehrotra (2014)).



26



Hence, understanding the interactions between carbon emissions, inequality, and growth is



27



more important than ever.



28



Narayan and Narayan (2010) study this relationship between income and carbon emissions



29



per-capita in the context of short- and long-run income elasticities of emissions and find com1
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pelling evidence to support the EKC hypothesis. On the other hand, Aslanidis and Iranzo



31



(2009) explore the heterogeneous nature of this relationship and find no evidence of the exis-



32



tence of an EKC. See Heerink et al. (2001) and the references therein1 for a further discussion



33



on the mechanisms at work behind the EKC.



34



In early work, the study of the EKC was conducted by simply considering pollution levels



35



against income. Even though this methodology provides some theoretical and empirical insights



36



about the process of environmental degradation and economic development, its results were



37



inconclusive. As discussed by Max-Neef (1995), the EKC model does not result in a good fit



38



for the majority of environmental pollutants.



39



Two competing theories for how income inequality can have a direct impact on environ-



40



mental quality were developed in quick succession. The earliest theory regarding pollution



41



and inequality is the political economy theory proposed by Torras and Boyce (1998). They



42



hypothesize that reducing income inequality will cause most people to demand higher environ-



43



mental quality. Environmental quality is generally considered to be a normal good, meaning



44



that consumers will demand more of it as their income increases. Only those who experience



45



a direct financial benefit from pollution-producing activities may not demand higher environ-



46



mental quality as their income rises, but they are assumed to be in the minority. Another



47



way to think of this is that higher levels of inequality lead to pro-growth reforms that do not



48



necessarily take into account environmental degradation. Regardless of the interpretation, the



49



political economy mechanism predicts that there would be a positive relationship between in-



50



equality and emissions. Torras and Boyce (1998) test their theory and find some supporting



51



evidence for local pollutants such as sulfur dioxide. Magnani (2000) also tests the political



52



economy theory by using public expenditure on research and development for environmental



53



protection as the outcome, rather than the amount of pollution. She also finds evidence that



54



reducing income inequality leads to better environmental quality.



55



The second theory, which we refer to as the consumption theory, was introduced by Raval-



56



lion et al. (2000) and Heerink et al. (2001). They show evidence of a non-linear relationship



57



between income and environmental degradation at the household level. For example, Crop-



58



per and Griffiths (1994) found that as income rises from a low level, demand for firewood 1



The main articles are Boyce (1994), Torras and Boyce (1998), Grossman and Krueger (1995), and Magnani (2000).
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increases, but at higher levels of income the demand decreases again, as more modern forms of



60



energy can be used. Depending on that income threshold different behaviors could be observed.



61



Furthermore, Holtz-Eakin and Selden (1995) provide evidence that carbon emissions and in-



62



come exhibits a positive but concave relationship. If this relationship is indeed concave at the



63



household level, this theory predicts a negative relationship between inequality and emissions



64



under the assumption that inequality decreases because the bottom people get better off or



65



conversely that inequality increases because the bottom people get worse off. This interpre-



66



tation is reasonable in our view since poorer people have less bargaining power over policies



67



and wages. Both Ravallion et al. (2000) and Heerink et al. (2001) test this theory and do find



68



this negative relationship, indicating that there is a trade-off between reducing inequality and



69



reducing carbon emissions.



70



In this paper, we estimate the impact of income inequality on carbon emissions per-capita



71



using a sample of 68 countries over a 50-year period from 1961 to 2010. We estimate different



72



regressions and use two different datasets as a way to show the robustness of our results.



73



Namely, the All The Ginis (ATG) dataset compiled by Milanovic (2014) and the Standardized



74



World Income Inequality Database (SWIID) developed by Solt (2009). Our most reliable



75



dataset is ATG since it uses survey data rather than imputed data as is the case of SWIID.



76



In our benchmark model, we find that the average treatment effect (ATE) of inequality



77



on carbon emissions is such that a 1% decrease in inequality leads to approximately a 0.3%



78



increase in carbon emissions. Our results agree with previous findings, including Ravallion



79



et al. (2000), Heerink et al. (2001) and Aslanidis and Iranzo (2009) who find the existence of



80



a trade-off between intra-country income inequality and carbon emissions per-capita.



81



Our work contributes to the literature in four key areas. First, we use a measure of inequality



82



that is directly comparable across countries. The aforementioned studies used the Deininger



83



and Squire (1997) dataset that provided the most extensive inequality information at that time.



84



However, that dataset has some known problems related to coverage, quality and comparability



85



between and within countries. We have upgraded the inequality data. As a robustness check



86



for the effect of consumption on carbon emissions, we look into the impact of different groups



87



on emissions depending upon their relative shares of income. We use income shares by quintiles



88



and find compelling evidence supporting the consumption hypothesis. 3
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Second, we apply three methods to address the question of endogeneity between inequality



90



and carbon emissions per-capita. We control for several observable channels that could plausi-



91



bly affect both inequality and carbon emissions including political rights and years of schooling.



92



We use instrumental variable estimation in a static panel context and the generalized-method-



93



of-moments (GMM) estimator in a dynamic panel framework. Again, the results support the



94



consumption mechanism as the main driving force of the relationship.



95



Third, we allow the effect of inequality on carbon emissions per-capita to be heterogenous



96



across income levels by using a panel smooth transition regression (PSTR) technique developed



97



by Gonz´alez et al. (2005). We find that as income per-capita increases, the elasticity of in-



98



equality on carbon emissions increases monotonically from a negative value to near zero. That



99



is, changes on inequality have a smaller effect on emissions for richer countries. This suggests



100



that the consumption effect decreases as income levels rise. In other words, as basic needs are



101



better covered, then the political mechanism becomes more relevant and eventually it might



102



dominate.



103



Last, as discussed in Dasgupta et al. (2002) and Huang et al. (2008), the international



104



community needs a new and better regulatory framework to tackle the climate change phe-



105



nomenon and its costs. This study shows that policies aiming at reducing inequality must



106



take into account their potential spillovers on carbon emissions per-capita, the main source of



107



anthropogenic climate change.



108



The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data and summarizes



109



worldwide patterns of carbon emissions and inequality as well as trends by income groups and



110



some representative countries. Section 3 describes the empirical methodology adopted, while



111



Section 4 presents the results and discussion. Section 5 concludes. Details of the data and



112



other robustness checks are given in Appendices A and B, respectively.



113



2



114



This section provides some descriptive statistics of the data on carbon emissions per-capita and



115



inequality over the past few decades. Two interesting facts emerge from our dataset. First,



116



even though carbon emissions per-capita in the 2000s have declined in rich countries compared



117



to the levels of the 1980s, total carbon emissions have significantly increased at the worldwide
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level due to population growth and the catching up of poorer countries in terms of pollution. A



119



second empirical observation is that income inequality has worsened in most countries around



120



the world, with the largest increases occurring in low-middle- and low-income countries.



121



Fig. 1a shows that over time, lower income countries have converged to the levels of



122



emissions per-capita of the high-income nations. Note that in 1977, the amount of emissions



123



from lower income countries is so low that it is not visible in the chart. Fig. 1b illustrates



124



the upward sloping trends in income inequality of different types of countries, with the most



125



important increments in low-middle- and low income countries. See Jaumotte et al. (2013) for



126



a detailed discussion on inequality trends. This upward trend on inequality coupled with the reduction on carbon emissions per-capita



128



at the worldwide level (in our sample of 68 countries) suggests the dominance of the consump-



129



tion effect of inequality over the political effect. However, technological progress and human



130



capital may be confounding factors in this relationship. Thus, the relationship needs to be



131



further scrutinized as we do in section 3.



23



27



Net Income Gini [%] 31 35 39 43



47



Average CO2 emissions per-capita [Metric Tons] 5 10



127
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Figure 1: Stylized Facts



132



In the next subsection, we describe the data used and present some descriptive statistics to



133



have a sense of the order of magnitude of important variables in our sample.



134



2.1



135



Income inequality can be measured in net or gross terms. Net income refers to income after



136



any transfers from or to the government, while gross income corresponds to income before any



Data Description
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transfers. The most widely used measure of inequality is the Gini coefficient. Although it is a



138



helpful measure, this index has some important limitations. First, the Gini coefficient captures



139



the degree of inequality in the middle of the distribution, ignoring to some extent the changes



140



at the top and the bottom.



141



Second, the Gini measures relative inequality. Consider an economy populated by only



142



two individuals. One has income 10, while the other has income 100. The poor agent has



143



10% relative to the rich agent. If both double their incomes. Relative inequality will remain



144



unchanged, but absolute inequality will increase from a gap of 90 to 180. Hence, the Gini does



145



not inform about absolute changes. Thus, we may have a situation such that the Gini coefficient



146



is increasing and at the same time, poverty levels may be decreasing. This implies the need



147



for using income per-capita in all model specifications presented below. As a robustness check,



148



we also consider models using net income shares by quintiles instead of the Gini coefficient.



149



Using these two different measures of inequality provides valuable information about whether



150



the relationship between inequality and carbon emissions per-capita is sensitive to the shape



151



of the income distribution.



152



We use net income Gini coefficient data from two different sources: All The Ginis (ATG)



153



by Milanovic (2014) and Standardized World Income Inequality Database (SWIID) by Solt



154



(2009). The former provides only Gini coefficients estimated from households surveys providing



155



a sample size for our analysis of 665 observations for a total of 68 countries covering the



156



period 1961 to 2010.2 The latter provides standardized observations by employing a custom



157



missing-data multiple-imputation algorithm that uses the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS)



158



methodology as the standard.3 The disadvantage of this dataset is its imputed nature, but the



159



great advantage is that we are able to increase our sample size to 4065 observations for a total



160



of 165 countries covering the same period of time as before.



161



The quintile information is obtained from the World Income Inequality Database (WIID)



162



available at the United Nations. Data on carbon emissions per-capita, income per-capita,



163



economic growth and other macroeconomic variables are obtained from the World Development 2



Income or expenditure surveys that provide information in net or gross terms. Hundreds of cross-country studies use the Deininger and Squire (1997) dataset. However, it is often hard to tell how or even whether authors have dealt with the problem of non-comparable Gini coefficients. Solt (2009) shows that Deininger and Squire’s recommendations on how to use their data are often ignored or skipped by researchers. The same can be argued about discussing the use of imputed data. Thus, we emphasize the use of Gini coefficient from survey data that are comparable (ATG), while using imputed data only as a robustness check. 3
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Indicators (WDI) database. Data on financial variables are obtained from Lane and Milesi-



165



Ferretti (2007) updated to 2013. Data on domestic financial development are retrieved from



166



the Global Financial Development Database (GFDD) at the World Bank. Data on educational



167



attainment that serve as a proxy for human capital are obtained from Barro and Lee (2013).



168



The political system is summarized by the political rights index provided by Freedom House



169



(2015). More details about data and countries in the sample can be found in Appendix A. Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Full Sample with ATG data (1961-2010) Mean



Std. Dev.



Min



Max



Observations



CO2 per-capita



overall between within



8.79



4.09 4.33 1.06



0.03



27.42



N = 665



GDP per-capita



overall between within



20,797



15,610 15,368 5,622



189



87,716



N = 657



Gini



overall between within



32.88



7.34 10.40 3.33



17.5



69.8



N = 665



Political Rights



overall between within



2.04



1.50 1.60 0.68



1



7



N = 631



Years of Schooling



overall between within



9.67



1.79 1.78 0.91



2.60



12.82



N = 155



Notes: Sources for all variables are in Appendix A. CO2 is in units of metric tons per-capita, GDP per-capita is 2005 US$, Gini is in net income from 0 (perfect equality) to 100 (one individual owns everything), Political Rights is an index between 1.0 (free) and 7.0 (not free), Years of Schooling is in years.



170



Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics for our panel. The main information to consider



171



from this table is related to the within and between variation of the data. We observe that most



172



of the variation of the variables of interest corresponds to between variation. For instance, by



173



looking at the Gini coefficient we observe that the overall standard deviation is 7.34, however,



174



the proportion of that variation lies more heavily on the between dimension of the panel.



175



This may represent a problem in our econometric methodology given that we use the within



176



estimator that uses the within information of the panel.4 Thus, by using country-specific



177



effects we might remove most of the variation in our main explanatory variable. This may



178



make difficult to find statistical significance. A secondary point is the range of values in the 4



For a detailed discussion of the problems of using panel techniques in a macroeconomic context; see Easterly et al. (1993) and Quah (2003).
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sample. This is related to the concern of representativity. We observe that all variables cover



180



a reasonable range of values existing around the world.



181



3



182



In this section, we present the quantitative methodology to estimate the effect of income



183



inequality on carbon emissions per-capita. Our main measure of inequality is the net income



184



Gini coefficient, but we also apply the ratio of the richest quintile to the poorest quintile



185



and the richest decile to the poorest decile. To address endogeneity concerns that have been



186



partially ignored in the existing literature we make use of country-specific effects coupled with



187



instrumental variable estimation and dynamic panel techniques. Last, we present our strategy



188



to investigate possible heterogeneity of this relationship.



189



3.1



190



Our focus is causal inference and heterogeneity analysis for the relationship between carbon



191



emissions per-capita and income inequality. The former cannot be done by means of simple



192



cross-sectional techniques because our data are observational rather than experimental. Hence,



193



any relationship obtained by those means has the potential problem of spurious correlation.



194



While correlation may offer valuable insight regarding causal relations, it is clearly not sufficient



195



to design policy. Instead, we make use of panel-data estimation techniques to address causality.



196



As a baseline we start with a static panel with country and year fixed effects. This has



197



the advantage that it allows us to remove any omitted variable bias (OVB) resulting from



198



unobserved time-invariant characteristics such as culture and institutions. Notice that this



199



technique does not correct for OVB due to unobserved characteristics that change over time.



200



To deal with this we include multiple control variables that are known to be relevant for



201



inequality and may have some explanatory power with respect to carbon emissions, such as



202



trade, financial and institutional variables.



Empirical Analysis



Methodology



203



One issue with using fixed effects is that income inequality is a rather stable variable over



204



time. This problem is important since almost 78% of the variation in income inequality in



205



our data is due to variations between countries rather than within countries. Furthermore, we 8
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have the issues of attenuation bias and magnification error that are typical in a panel data



207



context. For a longer discussion on this see Griliches and Hausman (1986) and Bound and



208



Krueger (1991). All this reduces the precision of the estimates and makes it more difficult to



209



find statically significant results. Hence, results have to be interpreted with caution.



210



To address the endogeneity issue, we use three identification strategies and a few robustness



211



checks. The first strategy is to use the within dimension of the panel coupled with country



212



and year fixed effects. Thus, we follow countries over time while controlling for unobservable



213



country and year factors, as well as other observable characteristics. Year fixed effects are used



214



to control for common global shocks that impact most if not all the countries in our sample.



215



The period of analysis is from 1961 to 2010 with yearly frequency. In this period there were



216



multiple events that affected many countries around the world. Some of the most significant



217



ones include the 1970s energy crisis associated mostly with the shortage of oil, the early 1980s



218



recession related to the contractionary policies adopted to reduce inflation, the collapse of the



219



Soviet Union in the early 1990s, the Asian Crisis in 1997 and the Great Recession starting



220



in 2008. All these shocks may have distributional consequences as well as impacts on carbon



221



emissions.



222



In our second strategy we extend the previous framework to allow for endogeneity of ine-



223



quality. This addresses our concern of reverse causality between emissions and inequality.



224



Lavy et al. (2014) provide some evidence that pollution may have adverse effects on educa-



225



tional attainment and in turn this has an effect on inequality.5 Further consider the theoretical



226



discussion in a recent paper by Taylor et al. (2016) where they show the complexity of this rela-



227



tionship and the highly probable presence of confounding factors. Hence, we use instrumental



228



variable (IV) estimation to treat for endogeneity. We instrument for inequality with lagged



229



inequality and the tariff rate. The literature on trade and inequality shows theoretically that



230



tariff rates may have distributional consequences, but there is no compelling reason to argue



231



that tariffs have an impact on carbon emissions. This set of instruments passes the hypothesis



232



tests without problems as shown below.



233



The third strategy consists of the use of the GMM estimator developed by Arellano and



234



Bond (1991), Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998). We apply the GMM 5



Students from low-income families tend to endure more pollution than richer students. Hence, emissions may have a distributional effect.
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estimator to our baseline regression and the dynamic panel that uses one lag of the dependent



236



variable as a proxy for some of the sluggish omitted variables as discussed in Breen and Garc´ıa-



237



Pe˜ nalosa (2005) and Voitchovsky (2005).



238



We perform four robustness checks. First, we use two alternative ways to measure inequality,



239



namely, the ratio of the top 20% to the bottom 20% and the ratio of the top 10% to the bottom



240



10%. As an alternative to the panel specification we use a long-difference regression to quantify



241



the relationship between inequality and emissions.6 The last robustness check is to estimate



242



the effect of income shares on emissions over the income distribution profile.



243



Finally, to investigate heterogeneity of the relationship we use a PSTR model. This tech-



244



nique is flexible and is becoming popular to look into the nonlinear or heterogeneous effects on



245



relationships that used to assume homogeneity and constancy over time.



246



3.2



247



The net income Gini coefficient is our preferred choice to measure inequality. We consider



248



the main determinants of carbon emissions as discussed in Sharma (2011). The set of control



249



variables most directly relevant to emissions and inequality include the following: (i) Exports



250



and imports, as possible sources of pollution due to economic activity; (ii) Foreign direct



251



investment, portfolio equity, debt and financial derivatives. These are summarized in financial



252



liabilities and financial assets (Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007)); (iii) Domestic credit as a



253



measure of financial deepening obtained from the World Bank.



Static Panel Analysis



254



Other regressors less directly relevant for emissions but nevertheless related to inequality



255



include: (iv) Years of schooling and the fraction of the population with secondary schooling as



256



discussed by Li and Zou (1998) and measured by Barro and Lee (2013); (v) Lastly, political



257



rights are a measure for the relative bargaining power of different groups. More details about



258



the variables are provided in Appendix A.



259



Next, following Box and Cox (1964) and Aneuryn-Evans and Deaton (1980), we determine



260



that the most reliable functional specification for the regressions is in their logarithmic form. 6



For further details; see Bergh and Nilsson (2010) and Sylwester (2002).
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Thus, the basic panel data model is given by,



cit = β0 + β1 σit + β2 yit + Xβ + δi + ηt + εit



(1)



262



where cit denotes the logarithm of carbon emissions per-capita for country i at time t, σit is



263



our measure of inequality - the logarithm of net income Gini -, yit is the logarithm of GDP



264



per-capita, and X is a matrix of control variables that does not include inequality and income.



265



δi is the country time-invariant unobservable heterogeneity (country fixed effects), ηt is the time



266



fixed effects that capture common temporal shocks and εit captures all the omitted factors. All



267



this within the framework of the conditional independence assumption (CIA).7



268



To check for robustness we re-estimate our static panel model using the alternative measures



269



of inequality described before. In addition, we use data on income shares by quintiles on the



270



benchmark model. Last, the long-difference regression is specified as follows,



(∆c)i = α + β (∆σ)i + Xi,1990 γ + εi



(2)



271



3.3



Dynamic Panel Analysis



272



As an alternative to deal with unobserved heterogeneity, we propose the use of lagged carbon



273



emissions per-capita as an explanatory variable. The logic behind is that using a lag of carbon



274



emissions as an explanatory variable may help to deal with some of the unobserved time-variant



275



heterogeneity. If omitted variables evolve sluggishly over time, then they will also determine



276



carbon emissions per-capita in previous periods and therefore using a lag of this variable may



277



account for some of these sluggish omitted factors.8 Notice, however, that including a lag of the



278



dependent variable, as control, will make estimates biased and inconsistent even if the residuals



279



are not serially correlated.9 See Nickell (1981), Bond et al. (2001) and Voitchovsky (2005) for



280



further discussion on this point. 7



This assures that given the CIA, conditional on observable characteristics, comparisons of average carbon emissions per-capita across inequality levels may have a causal interpretation. 8 The dynamic model (3) provides three reasons for correlation in cit over time. First, directly through c in preceding periods, called true state dependence; second, directly through observables X, called observed heterogeneity; and third, indirectly through the time-invariant countery-specific effect δi , called unobserved heterogeneity. 9 This is so because the within model will have the first regressor ci,t−1 − c¯i that is correlated with the error εit − ε¯i , because ci,t−1 is correlated with εi,t−1 and hence with ε¯i .
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Inequality and Carbon Emissions The dynamic panel model is given by,



281



˜ + δi + ηt + εit cit = β0 + αcit−1 + Xβ



282



(3)



˜ represents the control variables in X including inequality and income. where X To tackle the problem of endogeneity, we first-order difference the previous model obtaining



283



˜ it − X ˜ i,t−1 ) + (ηt − ηt−1 ) + (εit − εi,t−1 ) (cit − ci,t−1 ) = α(ci,t−1 − ci,t−2 ) + β(X



(4)



284



by doing this, we can remove the unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity, δi , and appropriate



285



instruments can control for endogeneity and measurement error. This methodology has been



286



widely applied in the growth-inequality literature. See Forbes (2000) and Voitchovsky (2005).



287



˜ it as instruments for the first-differences, Then we use sufficiently lagged values of cit and X



288



˜ it − X ˜ i,t−1 ) in (4) such that we avoid serial correlation.10 However, (ci,t−1 − ci,t−2 ) and (X



289



the differencing procedure may discard much of the information in the data since the largest



290



share of variation in income inequality and income, the main explanatory variables, is between



291



countries rather than within countries.11 As a result, it is not clear that relying solely on the



292



limited within country information is the best option. Dollar and Kraay (2002) argue that



293



the restricted time-series variation in the inequality data might make it difficult to estimate



294



coefficients with any precision. See the discussion in Section 3.1 for more details.



295



Therefore, we also apply the system GMM estimator developed by Arellano and Bover



296



(1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998). The system GMM allows us to retain some of the



297



information present in the level equations. Specifically, the system is jointly estimated using



298



first-difference equations instrumented by lagged levels and using level equations instrumented



299



by the first differences of the regressors. If these variables are appropriate instruments, the



300



estimator should be consistent in the presence of endogenous variables. Notice that the system



301



GMM estimator tends to have better finite sample properties compared to the first-differenced



302



GMM estimator, since it exploits the time-series information available more efficiently. More10



In order to get a consistent estimator for α and β, instruments should be correlated with the first differences ˜ it − X ˜ i,t−1 ) respectively, but not with the differenced error term (εit − εi,t−1 ). Different (ci,t−1 − ci,t−2 ) and (X lagged values of the variables should be used as instruments depending on the degree of endogeneity in the variables. 11 Most of the variation in the data is between-country variation. 93% for carbon emissions, 78% for income inequality, and 86% for GDP per-capita.
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over, the system GMM estimator is consistent in the presence of country fixed effects and the



304



estimation method works for unbalanced panels and situations with few periods and many



305



countries.12 To better understand the behavior of the parameters, we apply both the first-



306



difference GMM estimator and the system GMM estimator.13



307



3.4



308



We use a PSTR model following the procedure described by Gonz´alez et al. (2005). The ob-



309



jective is to determine whether the relationship between emissions and inequality is nonlinear,



310



that is, whether there is heterogeneity.14 Ravallion et al. (2000) present compelling evidence



311



on how income level and inequality may interact. Therefore, we specified our source of hetero-



312



geneity by the income level. This also makes intuitive sense because inequality at high levels of



313



income does not necessarily imply the same effects in terms of magnitude, even if the sign of the



314



effect is the same. Aslanidis and Iranzo (2009) perform this type of analysis but ignoring the



315



effect of income inequality. Our contribution expands on their insight by taking heterogeneity



316



into account. The PSTR model is specified as follows,



Heterogeneity Analysis



cit = δi + β0 σit + β20 yit + β1 σit g(qit ; γ, λj ) + εit



(5)



317



where the variables are defined as before and qit is the transition variable/s that in our case



318



corresponds to GDP per-capita. The transition function g(qit ; γ, λj ) is defined as, " g(qit ; γ, λ) = 1 + exp −γ



m Y



!#−1 (qit − λj )



(6)



j=1



319



where γ denotes the speed of transition and λj the threshold parameters for the different



320



regimes. We test for homogeneity against nonlinearity assuming a logistic transition and an expo-



321



12



There are one-step and two-step GMM estimators. As explained in Bond et al. (2001), if the sample is finite, then the asymptotic standard errors associated with the two-step GMM estimators can be seriously biased downwards, and thus form an unreliable guide for inference. Hence, we apply the Windmeijer (2005) correction. 13 We use the Stata command xtabond2 developed by Roodman (2009). See his paper for a details on the syntax and use of this command. 14 See Duarte et al. (2013), Thanh (2015), and L´opez-Villavicencio and Mignon (2011) for papers that apply this technique in detail.
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nential transition. As described in Gonz´alez et al. (2005), testing H0 : γ = 0 is non-standard



323



since under H0 the model contains unidentified nuisance parameters. Therefore, we use a first-



324



order Taylor expansion of g(qit ; γ, λj ) around γ = 0 which after reparameterization leads to the



325



following regression, cit = δi +



β0∗ σit



+



m X



βj∗ σit qitj + ε∗it



(7)



j=1 326



with this we carry on a series of hypothesis testing to check for: homogeneity of the relationship,



327



validity of a linear model against the PSTR model, check for any remaining heterogeneity and



328



test for parameter constancy.



329



To estimate parameters for the PSTR model we use a two-step iterative process that consists



330



of first subtracting the country-regime-level means from the data and then estimating the



331



parameters via non-linear least squares using the BFGS algorithm.15 In a PSTR model, the



332



transition function is assigning each observation to a regime or combination or regimes, and



333



therefore the country-regime-level mean is dependent on the parameters γ and λj . Given our chosen functional form, we can write the inequality elasticity of emissions, ξit ,



334



335



by the following equation, ξit = β0 + β1 g (qit ; γ, λj )



(8)



336



4



Results



337



The static analysis is performed using the ATG dataset that covers 68 countries between 1961



338



and 2010, while the dynamic and PSTR analyses use the SWIID dataset that covers 118



339



countries between 1980 and 2010. Details are described in Appendix A.



340



4.1



341



Before estimating our model, we study the pairwise correlations among independent variables.



342



As Tables B.3a and B.3b show, some of the variables are highly correlated. Examining the



343



variance inflation factor (VIF), we observe that there may be some multicollinearity issues if



344



all relevant variables are included.16 Hence, we look for a benchmark model containing the



Static Panel



15



The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm is of the Newton-Raphson type, and is implemented in a package in the Regression Analysis Time Series (RATS) software. 16 The VIF test can only be computed for pooled regressions. A usual critical value considered in the literature is 10. If the VIF of a given variable is greater than 10, then this variable may present some important collinearity
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most relevant and significant variables related to our hypothesis.



346



The results for the panel estimation with country-specific and period-specific effects are



347



summarized in Table 2. We have estimated different model specifications. The simplest model,



348



the regression of the logarithm of carbon emissions per-capita on the logarithm of the income



349



Gini coefficient, is reported in column (1). The estimated coefficient is negative and significant



350



at the 1% significance level. Omitted variable bias problems may be present, so we perform



351



the analysis using a model with many of the variables discussed in the literature that may have



352



an impact on both inequality and emissions. This is the full model reported in column (2).



353



The controls include: measures of income per-capita, international trade, financial integration,



354



domestic financial development, human capital and political system. Most of the variables in



355



this specification are insignificant.



356



Due to the strong presence of collinearity between the explanatory variables we reduce the



357



model to the one shown in column (3) of Table 2. We observe that inequality and income per-



358



capita are the variables with the higher explanatory power. A further reduction shows that



359



the variables that better explain carbon emissions correspond to inequality, income per-capita



360



and years of schooling. This purely empirical result is strikingly aligned with the theoretical



361



literature, but is purely obtained from the data. Reported in column (4). The estimated



362



income elasticity is 0.48, a result well within the range of previous panel studies. Aslanidis and



363



Iranzo (2009) find an income elasticity that varies between 0.46 and 0.65, however, they do not



364



report any values for inequality since it was not included in their analysis. Heerink et al. (2001)



365



in a cross-sectional study find much larger values for both income and inequality elasticities.



366



These values are of approximately 5.57 and -1.12, respectively. However, this is subject to all



367



the criticisms of cross-sectional studies. In addition, their sample is relatively small with only



368



64 data points.



369



We observe that the estimate on inequality is larger in the cases with less controls. This sug-



370



gests the possibility that OVB could increase the size of the average effect of income inequality



371



on carbon emissions. However, determining the bias depends upon the way the variables are



372



correlated with each other and the endogeneity of other variables. Hence, affirming the sign of



373



the bias with certainty is not possible. Nevertheless, given our multiple robustness checks, we with the other variables in the model, increasing the size of standard errors. See Tables B.4a and B.4b for our full model and benchmark model, respectively.
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Inequality and Carbon Emissions Table 2: Carbon Emissions and Income Inequality Panel Regressions Log(CO2 per-capita)



Gini



Na¨ıve Model (1)



Full Model (2)



Long Model (3)



Benchmark Model (4)



IV-Model (5)



-0.308∗∗∗ (-2.44)



-0.139 (-1.26) 0.459∗∗∗ (4.33)



-0.186∗ (-1.63) 0.443∗∗∗ (4.24)



-0.318∗∗∗ (-3.12) 0.483∗∗∗ (6.22)



-0.462∗∗∗ (-2.90) 0.413∗∗∗ (7.46)



0.090 (0.89) -0.210 (-1.57)



-0.128 (-1.23)



GDP per-capita Trade Variables Exports Imports Financial Variables Financial Assets



0.066 (1.23) -0.088 (-1.44) -0.002 (-0.05)



Financial Liabilities Domestic Credit Institutional Variables Years of Schooling Political Rights Observations # Countries Adjusted R2 Kleibergen-Paap test (p-value) Hansen J statistic (p-value)



665 68 0.102



-0.058 (-1.11)



0.478 (1.43) -0.024 (-0.87)



0.537 (1.56)



0.524∗ (1.76)



0.427 (1.44)



568 60 0.248



582 60 0.242



615 61 0.308



264 27 0.00 0.94



Notes: The models are estimated using panel regressions with with country fixed effects and time dummies. Standard errors are clustered at the country level. t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. All explanatory variables are expressed in terms of percentage of GDP, except the Gini coefficient and the political rights measure. All explanatory variables are in natural logarithm, except the political rights index. The Kleibergen-Paap test is an under-identification test with a null of no canonical correlation between the endogenous regressor and the instruments. The Hansen J statistic is an exclusion restriction test with null of no correlation between the instruments and the error term. Inequality is instrumented by tariff rates and the second lag of itself.



374



are confident on the sign of the income inequality effect on carbon emissions. Furthermore, we



375



want to understand how inequality interacts with the level of income. Thus, the best model to



376



address this question is our benchmark model.17



377



Inequality may be endogenous because of confounding variables, hence we apply IV estima-



378



tion with a 2-step GMM estimator. This is reported in column (5). We instrument inequality



379



with tariffs. We also use the second lag of inequality as an instrument. This specification



380



satisfies the relevance and validity of the instruments. The Kleibergen-Paap test convincingly 17



We perform the Hausman test to the benchmark specification and we find that fixed effects are more appropriate than random effects. This is sensical in our context.
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rejects the null of no correlation between the instruments and the endogenous regressor, while



382



the Hansen J test fails to reject the null of no correlation between the instruments and the



383



error term. The IV estimate of the inequality elasticity is -0.46.



384



Table 3 provides some robustness checks using our benchmark specification for the inequality-



385



emissions relationship by using different measures of inequality. Column (1) uses the ratio of



386



the top 20% to the bottom 20% of the income distribution. We see that the effect of inequality



387



on emissions is negative and strongly statistically significant. A similar result is obtained when



388



using the top 10% to the bottom 10% as reported in column (2). Next, we use the SWIID and a



389



reduce model. Using net income Gini data we fail to find significance, while with gross income



390



Gini coefficients we find a significant negative effect. Last, we make use of a long-difference



391



regression to see long-run effects of inequality and we find a negative significant effect that is



392



larger than the one in the short run. Aslanidis and Iranzo (2009) find a similar qualitative



393



behavior for the case of the United States.



Table 3: Robustness Checks Panel Regressions Log(CO2 per-capita) Independent Variable Inequality Measure GDP per-capita Years of Schooling Observations # Countries Adjusted R2



Log(Q5/Q1) (1)



Log(D10/D1) (2)



Long Reg SWIID (3)



-0.151∗∗∗ (-3.67) 0.322∗∗∗ (3.36) 0.266 (1.11)



-0.092∗∗∗ (-2.90) 0.307∗∗∗ (3.13) 0.268 (1.09)



-0.590∗d (-1.95) 1.019∗∗∗d (5.44) 0.112∗∗∗l (3.40)



693 62 0.162



689 62 0.154



79 79 -



Notes: As in Table 2. The SWIID dataset uses 100 imputations. d denotes the long difference of the variable, while l denotes the variable at 1992.



394



Table 4 shows that poorest groups tend to contribute much more to carbon emissions than



395



richer groups when their incomes increase. Furthermore, the richest 20% of the population



396



decrease overall carbon emissions. This could be interpreted as an overall reduction in con-



397



sumption given that we control for GDP per-capita. Thus, redistributing income from the rich



398



to the poor increases consumption coupled with carbon emissions, and vice versa. 17



Inequality and Carbon Emissions Table 4: Net Income Shares by Quintiles Panel Regressions Log(CO2 per-capita) Q1 (Poorest) First Quintile



Q2



Q3



Q4



0.195 (3.54)



0.312∗∗∗ (2.71)



Second Quintile Third Quintile



0.255 (0.92)



Fourth Quintile



-0.349 (-0.88)



0.320∗∗∗ (3.32) 0.285 (1.19)



0.335∗∗∗ (3.37) 0.255 (1.06)



0.312∗∗∗ (3.05) 0.264 (1.13)



0.308∗∗∗ (2.87) 0.322 (1.37)



-0.401∗∗ (-2.33) 0.333∗∗∗ (3.33) 0.291 (1.24)



693 62 0.163



693 62 0.146



693 62 0.129



693 62 0.129



695 63 0.156



Fifth Quintile GDP per-capita Years of Schooling Observations # Countries Adjusted R2



Q5 (Richest)



∗∗∗



Notes: The models are estimated using panel regressions with with country fixed effects and time dummies. Standard errors are clustered at the country level. t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. All explanatory variables are in natural logarithm.



399



4.2



Dynamic Panel



400



Our panel based on the ATG data is very unbalanced. To reduce this problem we use the



401



SWIID that have a larger number of observations, but with the disadvantage of these data



402



being imputed. Although we alleviate the problem of missing observations, the problem still



403



persists. This is important because if we use a dynamic model with one lag of the dependent



404



variable if there are too many missing observations in consecutive years, then that will drop



405



some other observations when applying the first-difference model. This has the potential to



406



decrease the sample size significantly.



407



Thus, to apply the dynamic model, we balance the panel obtained with the SWIID data



408



by taking averages every 5 years of the different variables. By doing this, we obtain a sample



409



of 118 countries with 4 periods, where each period correspond to the average of 5 years. The



410



period analyzed corresponds to 1991 to 2010. The results of the dynamic panel are reported



411



in Table 5. Columns (1) and (3) report the first-difference GMM estimation, while columns



412



(2) and (4) report the system GMM output. We allow for endogeneity in all variables with the



413



sole exception of the period-specific effects that are regarded as exogenous. 18
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We observe that the level of carbon emissions per-capita in the previous period tends to



415



increase the level of emissions in the current one. This behavior may be related to sluggish



416



variables such as technology, human capital and institutional factors that make it difficult to



417



reduce emission levels. We can also see that the effect of inequality continues to be negative and



418



significant in the case of our benchmark specification. Thus, we are confident of the negative



419



sign of the coefficient on inequality. However, the magnitude is larger than the one reported



420



in Table 2. This could be interpreted as inequality having a larger impact on carbon emissions



421



growth than in the level of carbon emissions. Our findings are in line with Baek and Gweisah



422



(2013) who estimate the long-run and short-run effects of inequality on emissions but only for



423



the case of the United States. Table 5: Dynamic Panel Regressions Log(CO2 per-capita) GMM-DIF (1)



GMM-SYS (2)



GMM-DIF (3)



GMM-SYS (4)



0.258∗ (1.76) -0.524 (-1.22) 0.761∗∗∗ (4.76)



0.368∗∗∗ (2.93) -1.038∗∗∗ (-3.05) 0.537∗∗∗ (3.08)



0.334∗∗ (2.19) -1.077∗∗ (-2.04) 0.830∗∗∗ (4.82) -0.154 (-0.39)



0.473∗ (1.75) -0.876∗∗ (-2.30) 0.484∗∗ (1.93) -0.165 (-0.44)



Serial Correlation (p-value) Hansen J-test (p-value)



0.95 0.16



0.39 0.07



0.86 0.31



0.74 0.35



Observations # of instruments



236 8



354 14



210 11



315 17



CO2 (t − 1) Gini GDP per-capita Years of Schooling



Notes: 1. Year dummies are included in all specifications. Two-step estimation with Windmeijer (2005) finite sample correction. t statistics in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. Units of variables defined as in table 2. 2. Serial correlation test for first-order serial correlation in the first-differenced residuals, asymptotically distributed as N (0, 1) under the null of no serial correlation. 3. Hansen J-test is a test of over-identifying restrictions, asymptotically distributed as χ2 under the null of instrument validity, with degrees of freedom reported in parentheses.



424



4.3



Heterogeneity



425



In this section, we address the issue of heterogeneity in the relationship between emissions and



426



inequality. We argue that the same level of inequality may have a different effect on emissions



427



depending upon the level of income. Consider two economies with the same income Gini



428



coefficient. If country A has an income level that allows their citizens to enjoy a good standard 19
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of living, while country B’s income level barely allows subsistence, then the effect of changes



430



in inequality will be different. We expect that in the rich country the political effect would



431



dominate the consumption effect. People in a rich economy are most likely consuming what



432



they want and perhaps investing in financial assets either domestically or abroad. Therefore, as



433



inequality increases, even conjecturing that some groups consume less, this consumption effect



434



would not dominate. What dominates is the political pressure by the groups falling behind for



435



pro-growth policies so they can catch up with richer groups. The reverse is expected to hold



436



in a poor country.



437



Table 6 reports the estimation output of the PSTR model given by,



cit = δi + β0 σit + β20 yit + (β1 σit + β21 yit ) g(yit ; γ, λ) + εit



(9)



Table 6: Panel Smooth Transition Regression Log(CO2 per-capita) PSTR Coef.



t-Stat



Gini (β0 )



-0.617∗∗∗



-3.37



Transition Variable (GDP per-capita) Gini (β1 )



0.744∗



1.67



GDP per-capita GDP per-capita



0.757∗∗∗ -0.521∗∗∗



6.54 -4.01



Transition Parameters ˆ (GDP per-capita threshold) λ γˆ (Speed of transition)



14,913 0.942



Homogeneity Tests H0∗ : β1∗ = β2∗ = β3∗ = 0 H0∗ : β3∗ = 0 H0∗ : β2∗ = 0|β3∗ = 0 H0∗ : β1∗ = 0|β2∗ = β3∗ = 0



p-value 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00



Linearity Test against PSTR with m = 1, r = 1



0.00



No Remaining Heterogeneity Test Parameter Constancy Test



0.60 0.56



Notes: ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01. The sample consists of 92 countries over 5 periods of time of 5 years each from 1985 to 2010. The income per-capita threshold is the antilogarithm of the estimated threshold in logs that corresponds to 9.61.
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We also estimated the model using inequality and income as transition variables, but we 20
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rejected an interaction of inequality with itself. However, the interaction of inequality with



440



income was significant, and those are the results presented. Ravallion et al. (2000) also provide



441



some support for this interaction, although they assume a linear interaction rather than the



442



more flexible approach in this analysis. We performed the standard four hypothesis tests in



443



this type of econometric modeling. First, we test for homogeneity. Following the discussion



444



in Gonz´alez et al. (2005), if the hypothesis that is strongly rejected corresponds to H0∗ : β2∗ =



445



0|β3∗ = 0, then we should choose m = 2, if H0∗ : β3∗ = 0 or H0∗ : β1∗ = 0|β2∗ = β3∗ = 0 are the ones



446



strongly rejected then we should choose m = 1. Given the results shown in Table 6, we reject



447



homogeneity and we choose a parameter m = 1.



448



Then we test linearity against the PSTR model. We reject the linear model confidently.



449



Hence, we proceed to estimate the model. Having estimated the model, we test for no remain-



450



ing heterogeneity, and we fail to reject this hypothesis. Last, we test the null of parameter



451



constancy and we also fail to reject this. Therefore, we interpret the parameters shown in the



452



first part of Table 6.



453



We observe that inequality has a negative elasticity on emissions for most values of income.



454



The poorer the country, the larger the inequality elasticity on emissions. Thus, as the country



455



gets richer the consumption effect dominates less and less until eventually be surpassed by the



456



political effect. The switch in regimes happens around fifteen thousands dollars per-capita.



457



Baek and Gweisah (2013) find that for the US, the inequality elasticity is positive. So, our



458



finding is confirmed by theirs in the sense that richer countries may experience a reduction of



459



emissions given a reduction in inequality.



460



Another interesting result in Table 6 is that the data do not support the presence of an



461



EKC. We observe that as income increases, emissions increase at a diminishing rate but never



462



start reducing. This result is similar to the one presented in Aslanidis and Iranzo (2009).



463



Notice, however, that they do not control for inequality and use only non-OECD countries.



464



We use a larger number of countries, 92, in contrast to their 77 developing economies. They



465



focus on the period 1971 to 1997, while we analyze the period 1985 to 2010. The findings differ



466



in magnitude, but not qualitatively which further suggests the stability of the relationship



467



between income and emissions. 21
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5



Conclusions



469



This paper has explored the inequality-emissions relationship using panel data for 68 countries



470



over the period 1961 to 2010. Our results suggest that the inequality elasticity of carbon



471



emissions per-capita lies in a range between -0.46 and -0.30. That is, on average, a 1% reduction



472



in income inequality leads to an increase of approximately 0.30% in carbon emissions per-capita.



473



This implies that there is an intratemporal tradeoff between inequality and emissions.



474



Our analysis addresses endogeneity issues explicitly and the results are robust across various



475



specifications and measures of inequality. In addition, we use different measures of inequality



476



and the relationship continues to hold in terms of its statistical significance and sign. This



477



is further confirmed by exploring the impact of redistribution of income on carbon emissions



478



per-capita. As poorer people get a larger share of income, the level of emissions increases.



479



Most of the literature in this topic discusses the presence of two opposite effects. The ag-



480



gregate consumption effect that reduces carbon emissions per-capita as inequality increases,



481



and the political process effect that instead increases emissions. We perform a panel smooth



482



transition regression analysis to explore what effect dominates depending upon the level of de-



483



velopment using as a proxy income per-capita. We find that the consumption effect dominates



484



most of the range of income. However, as income rises the consumption effect gets smaller and



485



smaller, until eventually the political process effect dominates for high levels of income.



486



This tradeoff between inequality and emissions is important to be aware of, especially at



487



a time when the historical correlation between economic growth and global carbon emissions



488



seems to finally be broken as shown by Jackson et al. (2015). The results from our models



489



suggest that carbon emissions per-capita would in fact be higher today if most of the world’s



490



countries had not experienced an increase in income inequality over the past few decades. In



491



other words, we have been able to decrease global emissions while maintaining economic growth



492



partially by allowing the income of the majority of the world’s citizens to stagnate or decline.



493



In addition, our results have important policy implications since many governments around



494



the world are currently trying to address issues surrounding both climate change and inequality.



495



If reducing inequality, by leveling up, increases carbon emissions per-capita, then this represents



496



a challenge for public policy. In the literature we may find effective policies that target either 22
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inequality or climate change, but our study indicates that the two issues should be considered



498



together when designing policy. Future research is warranted to search for a market-based



499



policy that can endogenously tackle inequality and emissions.



500



A few additional paths for further research include exploring the relationship between hu-



501



man capital, technology and emissions, and looking at the impact of the profile of the income



502



distribution on emissions. In this study we find that the behavior of human capital is non-



503



monotonic with respect to carbon emissions. This could be related to its productivity effects



504



combined with the political ones. It seems that at low stages of development, productivity



505



effects dominate over the political one. However, the reverse may hold at higher stages of de-



506



velopment. Another likely explanation is associated with the technology frontier in the country.



507



As countries get richer and access the technological frontier could also decrease their emissions



508



level. Understanding the relationship between carbon emissions, inequality, and growth in



509



greater detail is very important if we would like to maintain or improve our standard of living



510



while minimizing the damage we are doing to our planet.
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A



Data Appendix



512



A.1



513



Data on carbon emissions are obtained from the World Development Indicators (WDI) database



514



at the World Bank. This measure is in units of metric tons per-capita to normalize the contri-



515



bution of a country by its population.



516



A.2



517



Our income Gini data come mainly from two databases. We use the All The Ginis (ATG) com-



518



piled by Milanovic (2014) that consists only of the Gini coefficients that have been calculated



519



from actual households surveys. It uses no Ginis estimates produced by regressions or short-



520



cut methods. Milanovic (2014) compiles Gini coefficients from nine different sources. These



521



are: the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS), the Socio-Economic Database for Latin America



522



and the Caribbean (SEDLAC), the Survey of Income and Living Condition (SILC), the World



523



Bank’s Eastern Europe and Central Asia (ECA), the World Income Distribution (WYD), the



524



PovcalNet from the World Bank, the World Institute for Development Research (WIDER),



525



the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (CEPAL), and Individual



526



data sets (INDIE). Notice that he excludes the data from Deininger and Squire (1997) because



527



they have been either superseded or included in WIDER. As a further completion and check



528



of this dataset, we use data coming from the United States Census Bureau and from the Na-



529



tional Socio-Economic Characterization Survey (CASEN) provided by the Chilean Ministry of



530



Finance.
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We also use the Standardized World Income Inequality Database (SWIID) developed by



532



Solt (2009). The SWIID uses a custom missing-data multiple-imputation algorithm to stan-



533



dardize observations collected from the United Nations University’s World Income Inequality



534



Database (WIID), the OECD Income Distribution Database, the Socio-Economic Database for



535



Latin America and the Caribbean (SEDLAC), the World Bank, Eurostat, the World Bank’s



536



PovcalNet, the World Top Incomes Database, the University of Texas Inequality Project, na-



537



tional statistical offices around the world, and other sources. LIS data serve as the standard.
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538



In order to analyze if the profile of the distribution of income or consumption has any



539



effect on carbon emissions, we also make use of income and consumption shares by quintiles



540



data provided by the United Nations University’s World Income Inequality Database (WIID)



541



version 3.0b.



542



A.3



543



Educational Attainment The data on educational attainment are obtained from Barro



544



and Lee (2001) and the updated version Barro and Lee (2013). We pay particular attention to



545



the impact on inequality of primary education and tertiary education more than the effect of



546



the aggregated variable years of schooling.



547



Political System We obtain data on political rights and civil liberties from the Free-



548



dom House (2015). The Freedom House scale ranges from 1.0 (free) to 7.0 (not free).



549



Macroeconomic Variables Data on exports, imports, GDP per-capita and GDP growth



550



are obtained from the WDI database.



551



A.4



552



Country name of the given territory updated to 2014. We use the division of territories and



553



income provided by the World Bank. The world is divided in eight regions: Latin America



554



and the Caribbean, Sub-Saharan Africa, Central and Eastern Europe, Commonwealth of Inde-



555



pendent States, Developing Asia, Middle East and North Africa, North America, and Western



556



Europe. Income groups are divided in four groups: low income, $610 or less (L); low-middle



557



income, $611-$2,465 (LM); upper-middle income, $2,466-$7,620 (UM); and high income, $7,621



558



or more (H). We use the income classification assigned by the World Bank in year 1990, the



559



beginning of our period of analysis.



Control Variables



Country Groups



560



The following list provides the name of the countries and its number of observations in



561



parentheses. Armenia (3), Australia (11), Austria (11), Azerbaijan (4), Belarus (4), Belgium



562



(12), Brazil (1), Bulgaria (18), Canada (31), Chile (6), China (19), Colombia (3), Costa Rica



563



(1), Croatia (2), Cyprus (4), Czech Republic (13), Denmark (20), Egypt (1), Estonia (18),



564



Finland (31), France (13), Gabon (2), Germany (17), Greece (8), Guatemala (1), Hungary
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(22), Iceland (4), Ireland (11), Israel (10), Italy (33), Japan (6), Jordan (2), Kazakhstan



566



(2), South Korea (4), Kyrgyz Republic (2), Latvia (13), Lithuania (9), Luxembourg (12),



567



Macedonia (2), Malaysia (2), Mexico (10), Moldova (1), Namibia (1), Nepal (2), Netherlands



568



(23), New Zealand (5), Norway (22), Peru (1), Poland (25), Portugal (11), Romania (10),



569



Russian Federation (19), Singapore (2), Slovak Republic (16), Slovenia (15), South Africa (2),



570



Spain (12), Sweden (26), Switzerland (6), Turkey (2), Turkmenistan (2), Ukraine (1), United



571



Kingdom (50), United States (7), Uruguay (1), Uzbekistan (3), Venezuela (1), Zambia (1).



572



The SWIID dataset is larger than the ATG dataset, but we do not report the number of



573



observations by country. Let us remember that the SWIID dataset consists of imputations



574



rather than survey observations. Hence, we rely more on the ATG data that comes from



575



country-level surveys.
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B



Additional Tables Table B.1: Functional Form



Gini



CO2 (1)



CO2 (2)



CO2 (3)



-0.132∗∗∗ (-2.76)



-0.0764∗∗∗ (-2.66)



-0.0646∗∗ (-2.28)



Log(Gini)



Constant



Notes: ∗ p < 0.10, in parentheses.



∗∗



Log(CO2 ) (5)



Log(CO2 ) (6)



-0.972∗∗∗ (-3.45)



-0.340∗∗∗ (-2.73)



-0.308∗∗ (-2.44)



13.12∗∗∗ (8.23)



11.29∗∗∗ (11.97)



10.65∗∗∗ (9.95)



5.410∗∗∗ (5.69)



3.214∗∗∗ (7.44)



3.057∗∗∗ (6.82)



No No



Yes No



Yes Yes



No No



Yes No



Yes Yes



665 68 0.055



665 68 0.056



665 68 0.112



665 68 0.105



665 68 0.067



665 68 0.102



Country FE Time FE Observations Number of Countries Adjusted R2



Log(CO2 ) (4)



p < 0.05,



∗∗∗



p < 0.01. Standard errors are clustered at the country level. t statistics



lnD1



(1) lnCO2 0.0948∗∗∗ (2.71)



(2) lnCO2



(3) lnCO2



(4) lnCO2



(5) lnCO2



(6) lnCO2



(7) lnCO2



(8) lnCO2



(9) lnCO2



0.215∗∗∗ (3.84)



lnD2



0.232∗∗∗ (2.85)



lnD3



0.269∗ (1.97)



lnD4 lnD5



0.201 (0.94)



lnD6



0.183 (0.62)



lnD7



-0.0655 (-0.19)



lnD8



-0.457 (-1.15)



lnD9



-0.427 (-1.65)



lnD10 Log(GDP pc) Political Rights Constant Observations # Countries Adjusted R2



(10) lnCO2



0.253∗∗ (2.47) -0.0208 (-0.80) -0.381 (-0.43) 691 67 0.142



0.283∗∗∗ (2.76) -0.0209 (-0.81) -0.877 (-0.98) 690 67 0.138



t statistics in parentheses ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01



0.285∗∗∗ (2.75) -0.0195 (-0.74) -0.997 (-1.07) 690 67 0.126



0.284∗∗∗ (2.75) -0.0188 (-0.71) -1.169 (-1.21) 690 67 0.121



0.267∗∗ (2.60) -0.0182 (-0.68) -0.842 (-0.86) 690 67 0.113



0.258∗∗ (2.50) -0.0181 (-0.67) -0.750 (-0.75) 690 67 0.111



0.252∗∗ (2.32) -0.0178 (-0.65) -0.142 (-0.14) 690 67 0.108



0.265∗∗ (2.39) -0.0182 (-0.68) 0.728 (0.70) 690 67 0.117



0.270∗∗ (2.50) -0.0192 (-0.72) 0.694 (0.70) 690 67 0.118



-0.196∗ (-1.81) 0.264∗∗ (2.59) -0.0182 (-0.69) 0.150 (0.15) 690 67 0.119
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Table B.2: Deciles Panel Regressions. Table for Appendix.



Table B.3a: Cross-correlation Variables CO2 Gini GDP per-capita GDP growth Political Rights Years of Schooling Civil Liberties Imports Exports Domestic Credit



CO2



Gini



GDP pc



GDP gr.



Pol. Rights



Years of Sch.



Civil Lib.



Imports



Exports



Dom. Credit



1.000 -0.237 0.486 -0.058 -0.329 0.356 -0.372 0.152 0.260 0.180



1.000 -0.266 0.134 0.214 -0.283 0.228 -0.162 -0.183 -0.074



1.000 -0.038 -0.522 0.299 -0.597 0.170 0.309 0.612



1.000 0.111 -0.092 0.098 0.037 0.011 -0.079



1.000 -0.413 0.931 -0.094 -0.091 -0.246



1.000 -0.438 0.390 0.386 0.244



1.000 -0.112 -0.124 -0.311



1.000 0.953 0.087



1.000 0.146



1.000



Table B.3b: Cross-correlation Variables



Fin. Liabilities



% with No Sch.



% with Pri. Sch.



% with Sec. Sch.



% with Ter. Sch.



1.000 0.999 -0.001 -0.024 -0.022 0.136



1.000 -0.004 -0.024 -0.020 0.142



1.000 0.115 -0.347 -0.339



1.000 -0.746 -0.583



1.000 0.316



1.000
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Financial Assets Financial Liabilities % with No Schooling % with Primary Schooling % with Secondary Schooling % with Tertiary Schooling



Fin. Assets



Inequality and Carbon Emissions Table B.4a: Variance Inflation Factors and Tolerance



Gini GDP per-capita Political Rights Years of Schooling Civil Liberties Imports Exports Domestic Credit Financial Assets Financial Liabilities % with No Schooling % with Primary Schooling % with Secondary Schooling % with Tertiary Schooling Mean VIF



VIF



Tolerance



1.47 4.60 7.42 11.55 8.47 21.27 24.14 1.81 659.84 650.61 3.87 5.16 3.78 2.99 100.50



0.681293 0.217557 0.134796 0.086560 0.118069 0.047011 0.041419 0.551379 0.001516 0.001537 0.258579 0.193959 0.264341 0.334219



Table B.4b: Variance Inflation Factors and Tolerance VIF



Tolerance



Gini 1.19 0.837343 GDP per-capita 1.38 0.727207 Political Rights 1.50 0.668387 Years of Schooling 1.25 0.798227 Mean VIF 1.33
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